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DAJL Y. LOBO SPOR'TS
Don McKee, Editor

6rooks Currey, Associate

Track Men Sought
From rntramurals ,

Grand Old· Man Depf . •.-·.

Coach Roy Johnson will keep
an eye out for potential track
competitors during the intramural
track meet st!irting Monday.
Entry blanks and health slips
for each :;~nplicant must be in
Gym office;, iwt later than 3 p. m.
today.
ball. boal'd since 1925 and has
team may enter two men
written thJ;·ee l'ooks on the game in Each
each event, an alternate in
titled, ''Football for players and case one of the two are unable
Coaches," "Football for 'Coaches to compete. Only rubber soled
and Players," and ...Pop Warner's shoes will be allowed. Each man
Book for Boys.''
can enter no more than two track
and two field events or a three
event total.
Hilltoppers, All-Stars
Beginning sharply at 4 p. m.
Monday
will be run
To Clash Again on Ice as follows:the.poleevents
vault, broad jump
The University Hilltoppers will and discus at 4 p. m., 120 yard
meet again the Military All-Stars high hurdles at 4:15 p. m., 100
yard dash at 4:30 p. m., 440 yard
tomorrow night in the Ice Arena
. The Hilltoppers lost to the AU: dash at 4:50 p. m., finals of high
hurdles at 5:10 p.m., mile run at
Stars last weekend.
Lloyd .. Bishop, th~ Hill toppers' 5:20 p. m., and the finals for the
coach, announced that "PeeWee" 100 yard dash at 5:30 p. m.
Rogers and Dick Fowler, both
On Tuesday the following scheeastern hockey stars, have re- dule of events is as follows: high
covered from the sickness that jump at 4 p. m., shot put at 4
kept them from playing their full- p. m., 220 yard low hurdles at
est utility last week.
4:15 p. m., 880 yard dash at 4:30
No preliminary game will be p.m., 220 yard dash at 4:45p.m.,
scheduled for Saturday night's 220 yard low hurdle finals at 5
entanglement.
p. m., 220 yard dash finals at
5:15 p, m., and the four-man 880
yard relay finals at 5 :40 p. m..

"Pop", Dud's Cooch1 Here March 19
By Brooks Currey
One of the greatest names in
Football, Glenn S. "Pop" Warner
will an·ive il.l Albuquerque o~
March 19.
·
During . the following week
~amer will tak~ an active part
Il} the Lobo sprmg practice sessiOn, commanding an offensive
unit of former pupil Dud DeGroot's Hilltoppers.
Any pointers that Pop passes
along will come from a backlog of
44 years experience as a head
coach in six different schools.
During this length of time his
teams have won 314 games, tied
32, and lost but 107, a brilliant
record by any standards. .
Starting back in 189.3 at Georgia, Warner spent the first two
years of his coaching career winning seven of the 11 games played.
FolCowing a year back at Cornell, his alma mater, Warner took
a position coaching the famed
Carlisle Indians in 1899. In the
next four years he compiled a
record, of 34 games won, three
tied, and lost 18. Returning to
Notice
Carlisle in 1907 Pop spent seven
Intramural managers are remore years tutoring grid machines. Jim Thorpe, recently voted minded to have their entries for
the best nlayer of all-time, was the team track meet in the ina Warner student in 1911 and tramural office by 5 p, m. today.
1912. Thorpe put Carlisle on the
map of national recognition and
ran from the halfback post.
The following year Wamer
signed on with Pittsburgh and
scored his greatest t1·iumphs un.til 1938 when he returned from
active coaching.
Duri'ng this time Pitt won 59,
tied four, and lost 12. In 1915-16
the Panthers won eight in a row,
10 straight in the next year, and
three more in 1918, before sull'ering defeat.
In 1924, Pop took Greely's ad.vice and headed West and became
associated with Stanford University in Palo Alto. An inventor
'of the double wing, he sent his
nine Stan!"ord teams to 7 victories, eight ties, and 16 losses.
Two Pacific Coast Conference
,titles were won and Warner sent
three of these teams to the Pasadena Rose Bowl. His record in
the Pasadena classic show a win,
a tie, and a loss. Stanford lost
to Notre Dame 27-10, in 1924, tied
Alabama in 1926, and downed
Pittsburgh 7-6 in 1927,
Werner returned to the East
for the last of his coaching stint
and in the next six years shows '
31 wins, nine ties, and 18 losses
at Temple.
In an advisory capacity with
Dud DeGroot at San Jose State
in 1939, Warner saw the Pacific
coast team win 13 games without
a loss or tie.
, The 78 year-old mentor can
boast dozens of AU-Americans
among his pupils, including Jim
Thorpe, Jock Sutherland of Pitt.
in 1917, Ernie Nevers of Stanford in 1925, and two other Stanford alums familiar to NuMex
:football followers-Dudley DeGroot in 1924, and Ted Shipkey
in 1926.
Warner lists his home as Palo
Alto, California. He has been president of the All-American foot-
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·-... 307 WEST CENTRAL

STEVE
CUMMINGS
Air Force Bomber Pilot
in World War 2.
and a Great Musical
Program at

YOUTH FOR CHRIST
RALLY
Carpenters Hall-90D E. Coal
Sat. Nite, March 11, 7:45
Admission Free

4419 E. Central

Values in the
Middle Ages" and "Phases of
Grossetesta's Intellectural Life",
two articles by Pro~essor J. C.
Russell, head of the history department, were published recently.
' ·
The first article was published
in STUDIES IN POPULATION,
and was read by Professor Russell at the 1949 meeting of the
Population' Association of America. The other article concerns a
study of the order of writings
of Robert G~·osseteste, medieval
English scholar, and was published in the HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW.

HAMBURGER SUPREME
e SPECIAL STEAK SANDWICH
A CHEESEBURGER DeLUXE
Open 6 A.M.-I A.M.

l

·A campus variety show was
Only 10 organizations entered
approved
by the Student Council
the Stunt Night race at tryouts
at
its
regular
meeting Thursday.
Saturday afternoon. Their skits
The
show
scheduled
tentatively
were accepted by the board of
for the end of May, will .consist
judges and will appear Friday
of original music and University
night at the annual Mortar Board
By Brooks Currey
talent.
affair in Carlisle Gym.
At least six dummies showed
· Andy Stewart, who is in charge
The women's organizations and up for spring practice yesterday of the show, said actual prothe themes of their skits are:
afternoon.
.
duction will begin soon. The theme
Alpha Chi Omega, "Manhattan
They were new blocldng and is to be life at UNM. Money for
Miss Wilma Shelton
Interlude"; Alpha Delta Pi, tackling dummies and from the the project is being advanced by
"Dreamers' .Holiday"; Chi Omega, 100k 0 f th'
d
h
the Council with a :full return
yester ay, t ey promised from the proceed::; of the
"It's Mag1c"; Kappa Kappa are sin for a mgs
beating.
show.
Gamma, "Gypsy"; Pi Beta Phi,
Other business at the meeting
Head man Dudley DeGroot's
"Bottom of the Sea", and Kappa
call
to
spring
workouts
brought
included
a report from Dr. SherAlpha Theta, "Aladdin's Lamb".
The men's groups and • their more than 50 jaycee transfers, man Smith, director of student
and frosh of '49 out on the prac- affairs, concerning a loss of apthemes are:
tice
field.
proximately $600 by the Univer·
Kappa Sigma, "Hawaii"; Sigma
When Miss Wilma Shelton re- painted by Kenneth Adams acAfter a half-hour of instruction, sity Program Series.
Chi,
"Serenade";
Phi
Delta
Theta,
tires July 1, her years at the ceptance of the field collection,
the lads were run through calesThe deficit in the Program's
library here will have spanned as well as the contributions made "Vaudeville", and Pi Kappa Al- thentics and a brief warmup. first year of operation was caused
pha
"Minstrel Show"
half the life-time of the institu- by the Carnegie Corporation and
Then the squad split into two by a miscalation of the money
The tryout judges were Rose groups, linemen and backs.
tion.
the Rockefeller Foundation.
available from activity tickets
Reeves "Ribs" Baysinger took and outside admissions, Smith
In those 30 years, the UniverAmong the human interest oc- Carlisle, Ralph Tapy and Mrs.
sity has had three librarians: currences was the permission Miss Raymond Kinschner. The judges over the line detail and sent them said. The Council is financially
Miss Shelton 1920-'45; Arthur A. Shelton granted a couple during for Stunt Night have not been through blocking drills. An em- responsible for the loss.
A proclamation was received
McAnally 1945-'48; and the pre- the war years to get married in announced but the fields which phasis was placed on poise and
sent head, David Otis Kelly. The the Coronado Room, "since they they wili judge are general, hu- speed rather than straight block- by the Council from the National
mor, music, drama and dance. ing.
last five years Miss Shelton has first met in the library.''
Society of Professional Engineers
A prospective backfield crew, outlining their plans for the next
been librarian emeritus.
Becoming librarian emeritus in They will make their decisions
under the guidance of Bob Titch- Engineers' Day, which is to be
Coming here as head librarian 1945, she has devoted her time by a point system. ·
The women will be .judged on enal, tried out their hips. At half this weekend.·
and professor of library science to teaching, offering as professor
The Engineers stated their inin 1920, Miss Shelton found a of library science, a minor in beauty of effect and the men on speed the squad members got the
depository of about 500 reference that field. She has watched the humor effect. Cups will be award- feel of dodging through and tentions to "cut out the horseplay
and ill feeling connected with past
books, 1000 bound magazines, 100 library stacks grow from the ed for first place and honorable around other team applicants.
Degroot took in the overall Engineers' Day celebrations,"
current magazine subscriptions, 16,000 in 1920 to approximately mention in each classification.
Alpha Chi Omega and Sigma picture after a short talk to the such as kissing girls who do not
and about 16,000 volumes on the 175,000 volumes at the present
Chi took first places in last year's players. He reiterated his policy wear green.
time.
shelves in old Hodgin Hall.
The next regular council meet. r;
She recalls the main stack room
With the library, the University contest. The event is sponsored in hoping that the players were
was in the Hodgin office now has grown in p1·oportion from 24 to finance Mortar Board's stu- · out to nave fun along with their ing will be Thursday at 7 p. m.
work.
in the Regents' room of the Adi ,:
occupied by Dean S. P. Nanninga. faculty members and a student dent loan fund.
Both yesterday and today will ministration building.
IJ:
The class room to the north was body of 350 in 1920 to 300 staff
the main reading room. A second members and a peak enrollment
be devoted to the new elements
of the football squad. Tomorrow,
.
stack was in the east basement of 4921 students last year.
During those 30 years Miss
with the head librarian located in
will bring out last year's varsity
1 i~
the office now used by Dr. J. W. Shelton has served as president
~:~bers, numbering about 4o
of the Southwestern Library asDiefendorf.
1
This first week will be devoted
i
Miss Shelton remembers that sociation, twice president of the
Dr. Albert C. F. Westphal now to "shaping up" exercises, giving
1
R b
F Val
one of her duties was to appoint New Mexico Library association,
. 0 ert • . es, a Nava! of·
!1
a student assistant Whose job was twice president of Phi Kappa Phi, has a military companion in the coaching staff a,n idea of
the
government
department.
Dr.
what
they
can
expect.
during
the
•
f!cer
and
student
at
the
Un1ver' j
to distribute the U. S. and Uni- president of the Tuesday Literary
s1ty, has recentlY. been pro!Doted _ . ~ , . r l
versity mail from boxes adjoining Club, advisor to Mortar Board Westphal, who has long been · forthcoming 24 day·s•
to the rank of Lteutenant m the
' j
for 27 years and supervisor of known as "the Admiral" around
the librarian's office.
U.
S.
Navy,
it
was
announced
l
the
IAA
offices
of
the
departThe present home of Fine Arts UNM women for four years.
today
by
Captain
A.
M.
Branum,
j·r
ment,
was
reported
over-joyed
was originally built, Miss ShelOther places she has served
U, S. Navy, Professor of Naval
.·
ton recalls, as a library in 1925. have been on the administrative, last week when Miss Dorothy
Science at the University.
.· _
Faculty and students turned out student affairs, admissions and Cline became a colonel on Gover1
Lieutenant Vales is a veteran
in mass the afternoon of May 17, publications committees. She was nor Mabry's staff.
of
the
recent
war
where
he
par!
Col.
Cline's
commission
was
1926 to transfer 28,000 volumes chairman of the library committee
Call off the bloodhounds.
ticipated. in anti-submarine wersigned by Secretary of State
to the new building with the lib- for 25 years.
The Mirage has found its Mr.
fare
in the Atlantic Ocean. He
Alicia
Romero
while
Miss
Romero
Miss Shelton says she is looking
rary opening :for business as usual
X, the unidentified young man
was a member of the Navy
forward, not to idleness, but to- was acting governor during Mr.
the :following morning.
whose apparent lack of a name
lighter-than-air service and servIn April, 1938, with the opening ward doing a lot of things for Mabry's recent absence from the
caused
the yearbook no little
ed as a pilot aboard Navy Blimps
of the present library building, which she has not had time. She capital. The secretary of state
frantic hair-pulling.
which helped dispell the German
the UNM band led a procession is working on "A Check List of felt the need for some women on
His .name is Herbert Ford,
submaripe menace.
~
her
staff
and
commissioned
at
State
Publications"
which
is
beof students numbering at that
and
for
calling
the
Mirage
withLieutenant
Vales
previously
atleast
one
other
female
colonel
time 1600. Students, along with ing published in the New Mexico
in a half hour after The Daily
tended UNM before the war and
:faculty and friends, carried the Historical Review and will later during her one-day term at govthe
story
Friday,
Lobo
carried
is
a native of Isle Palms, South
ernor's
desk.
·
reserve book collection to the new come out in book form.
Robert
Brown
will
receive
his
Carolina.
The
document
bearing
witness
She
says
she
will
be
leaving
her
building. Buildings and grounds'
name in gold letters on the
He resides with his wife and
workers, assisted by W. P. A. position on July 1, "with a deep to the colonel's rank and station
yearbook
free.
son
at 233 South Montelaire.
begins
appropriately
with
the
and N. Y. A. student assistants, satisfaction :from the pleasant asmoved the remainder of the col- sociation with faculty and stu- reason for conferal, which are
dents during those years of un- patriotism and ability, and ends
lection.
A few of the highlights during precedented growth for the UNM with the phrase "I hereby comthe years in the new library in- library which is the central focus mission him Colonel Aid-de- Camp
on the Staff of the Governor.''
clude: presentation of murals for the campus academic life.''
It is believed that Col. Cline will
not allow this vested military interest to influence her political
order. to break even, even though philosophy.
By Betty Rebal
-not having learned his lessonthe Student Union is operated
She hung the commission in
the
story
is,
The
moral
of
wore jeans to make a purchase
on a nine month basis.
her office where it is used as a ''Don't wear jeans if you go out in
a Heights store. Again, police
"Last year's profit was largely mural to cover the north wall.
for
a
cup
of
coffee
after
11
p.
m.''
dashed
up, apprehended him, and
spent in repainting the building's
A creative writing assignment frisked him for a gun.
interior
and
in
refurnishing
the
"Our SUB ts in pretty good ballroom chairs and couches in
was moving so slowly last ThursThis time, however, they did
:financial shape as compared to plastic,"
day evening that an Arts and not take. him. to headquarters•
said
Mrs.
Thompson.
Sciences senior decided a cup of Their explanation was the samemost student unions," said Mrs.
"We are the only Student
coffee was just what he needed but the prowlers were known to
Esther Thompson, manager of the Union,
out of the nearly 160 on
to wind up his fantasy.
University SUB. "However, a dehave weapons this time.
we have information, .that.
crease in business this year cou- which
Albuquerque at last has had a
While crossing Campus Boulehas remained completely solvent
The student at press time was
pled with operating costs on a since opening in 1937. Yet our meteorite named after it. Accord- vard near Monte Vista School, the still
free-probably because he's
pal' with those of last year will costs and services compare favor- ing to Dr. Lincoln LaPaz of the student was seized by a policeman not wearing
jeans for a while.
niake it difficult for the SUB to ably with those provided else- Instit.ute of Meteoritics, the first who appeared from behind a bush.
show a profit this year/' Mrs. where," she said.
scientists to make and publish a Flashmg a light Into his face, the
,
Thompson continued.
study of the meterotite have the officer yelled excitedly to another Submarine Officer
privilege of naming it after the policeman, "This is one of them.
The University of Wisconsin
nearest city or town to which it He's wearing jeans!"
reports that it lost $9,000 last yeat•
They felt of the student's trou- To Address NROTC
despite raising rentals on Union
fell.
Captain T. L. Wogan, inspector~
space for offices, meeting rooms
"Of the many meteorites which sers in the· dark, while keeping
Student cooperation was asked have fallen in New Mexico, this the light on his face.
instructor at the Naval Reserve
and other space. They are comIn astonishment and fear which Training center, will speak to
bating increased cost.s by raising by the Lobo circulation depart· is the first," said Dr. LaPaz, "that
meal prices and claim the only ment today.
has fallen close enough to Albu- only the innocent can know, the members of the Naval ROTC
Edward Garvanian, circulation querque to warrant the name/' student tried to find out why Wardroom Society tonight at 7 in
other solution left is to . raise
prices again, increase student manager, aslced students not to
The meteorite was found in a handcuffs were being locked on the Stadium.
_
.
His subject is "Submarine Warfees or apply for relief from the pick up a pile of newspapers in second-hand store in Albuquerque him.
"Did you hear any shots?" he fare in World War 11.'' Following
the SUB or one of the other een- · in September, 1943, in a collectadministration or the state.
Unlike most Unions, our SUB tral distribution points to bring ion of odds and ends purchasetl was asked.
the talk 1 a movie, 41The Silent
"No," he quivvered.
Service" will be shown.
from a Spanish-American family
receives· no financial support from to a dot·mitory. or Greek house.
Garvanian said that regular wbich lived about 15 miles soutb
At headquarters1 behind bars,
Captain Wogan saw submarine
the University or any outside
he learned two· juveniles had action irt the Pacific and his recsource. It is one of the few Stu· stops are now being made by his of Albuquerque.
A woman ·of the family found brol(en into a store in the Heights; ord of ship sinkirtgs is outstanddent Union Buildings that is built department at every fraternity,
and operated strictly fr()m student sorority, and dormitory unit on the mass in a dry gulch near Rio He also learned it was known one ing. Before coming to Albuquer. que, he served as officer in charge
fees and the income from student the campus. In addition, the SUB, Puerco, but exact position of the of them was wearing jeans.
Library, Dining Hall, Gymnasium, fall is- not known.
He was detained for a half hour of a submarine school at New
business.
According to results published while Albuquerque police rounded London, Conn. He will leave AlA committee .of students a.t the and administrative offices re·
University of Alberta, Edmon• ceive copies regularly.
in a joint paper by Dr. Carl Beck, Up. two more suspects. The police buquerque in June for duty as
- .He asked that every student j:!'eology department, and Dr. La- then released him without apo• submarine chief of staff officer.
ton, was told by the ma,nagement
that prices changed durmg school pick up only one Lobo sQ that Paz; the meteorite weighs 157.3 logy.
..
..
· Following the talk and movie,
-But the t'ltory doesn't end here. refreshments will be serVPd. The
periods must be nigh enough 'to the 3500 issues may be better dis- grams. No other :f1•agaments of
·
Saturday night, the same student meeting is open to the public.
cover the full year's expenses in tributed.
the fall have been found.
•
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(Across from Hodgin Hall)
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Militarists Said
To Be Infiltrating

U Student Gets
Navy Pr.omot,·on

'

I

Herb Ford Turns
Out to Be Mr. X

THRU
TUES.

. :-

GOOFY'S
BACK TO
TEACH YOU

"How to
Ride A
Horse"

Loveliness of love •••
enhanced ••• glorified
with c! Priscillc~ Diamond
Wedding Ring. Loveliness
that spec~hs for itself in the
drtistic beciuty of theie
glorious rings, so wortliy
of the nc!me "Priicilla," so
proudly portraying thc~t
Puritan devo·
tion to hishli!it
st<~ndards of
quality,

•'.

LATEST WORLD
EVENTS IN

WARNER-PATHE
NEWS

I

NOW
SHOWING

•

'"MOTHER
GOOSE
ON
THE
LOOSE"

LATEST
p
A
A

M

0

u

N
T

NEWS

Prltcllla Diamond
Wedding Rlnol
are priced from
'$13,75 i!p, En•
··oaoem'ent Rlno
prices Jlarl at
$32,50 1 Bridal
Sers at $42.50,
F•dorol Tax• In•

eluded.

- F'EA'J'URElS12:20-2:16- 4:10
6:05-8:00-10:00

THE TRUE AND SAVAGE S'rORY OF
THE WEST'S SAVAGE
• AND DEADLY OUTLAW • .. • ! ·

BILLY THE KID
LIONETJ

HAMPTON
and Hla
FAMOUS
SINGERS
and
nANOEUS

-PLUSBlue ttibbon
Color Cartoon
"Double Chaser" •
FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS

What Are You Wearing?

Innocent Student Is Arrested Twice

SUB Above Water;
Business Declines

Meteorite Named
For Albuquerque

R

noons OPEN: 12:15

••• THE FAMOUS
NEGRO BAND - • -

I

Are Approved by Council

2314 E. Central
Phone 3-2446

Please 'Help Eddie

t_._·.

:

i_

..

-PLUS-

e

May Variety ShoWJ~Ja~'S/'

librorion to Retire After 30 Years

Pocket Books-4 for 2:lc

Open Sundays

..

Since 1920. •••

TEXTS- FICTION
GENERAL NON-FICTION
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLY

.Call 5-2301

No. 42
(~

Workouts Light
In Grid Practice

66t% OI~F

5500 East Central
CURB SERVICE

Stunt Night Race
Set for Friday;
·10 Groups ·Enter

8001( SALE

Flowers For All Occasions
GARDENIAS
CAME LIAS
ORCHIDS
SPECIAL CARNATION
CORSAGES
$1.50 AND UP
For
Free and Immediate
·
Delivery

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, Mar~ ';ol4';' 1950
,·,···""-·

Vol. LII

10.9 So. Mesa

NOW

HONEYDEW

Ol-ive-In

~<Demog1•aphic

p1/.efflie//,
dJ.Lo.~z.t4i~

DAILY

Professor Russell
Writes 2 Articles

HEAR

Where the College
Student Is Most, Welcome
'\

Intramural skiing has been
moved up to 2:30 Saturday afternoon due to conditions and the
ability to get more and better officating at the meet. The meet
will be under the direction of
Leonard Lapka and Dick Hartwick. Hartwick stated that there
would be fi:lnough snow for the
meet All intramural managel'S
are required to have their man
at the meet on time.
Entries for intr·amural hoi•seshoes will be due at 5 p, m. Monday. Intramural horseshoes will
elimination flights in both. doubles
and singles. The flight champions
will play for the University chamPi.onship. The scoring fo1· singles
Will be 10, six, four and two. For
d!Jubles, the points will be 20, 12,
e1ght and four. ·The points will
be added to the man's organization if he is in any.

THE NEW MEXICO

Page 4
Friday, March 10, 1950

Albuquerque Book
Store

CA~TOON

Paris Shoe Store

Intramural Play
Set for We~kend

.•,
-- ----·-·-·-· ·-- _, __ ---
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Voice of the Studen~s
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. ana8iing EEdd!ttor
Not Handicapped
of su.bject, (2 ) .lif!ting the untlis1
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•
.
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•
•
•
•
'
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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SSOClate
1
or
Ma.rch
12,
195()
speal'
of
"sub-standal·d"
l'nstt'tud f t . th .
(3)
. h
H· a nk Jaco b. s: , ....... , . , ...•..... , , , . . B
·
Manager Dear Editor}
. us mess
tiona•within the co11ference, of af- pute ac s mt . e case,
b th .·d wetg dEdward Garvanian ••••• , , ••••• , , .•. , Circulation Manager
-In answe to the qul;lstion I filiating elsewhel·e for "the good ing argum.en s 0~ 0 Sl ~a, ~n

~ltltk .B~nt~ey

!~e ~~~~o~~~,:J,r{1 °~a~~~e~~~

Editorial and Businesl! offices in the Journalism Building. Tel,

ex~el't

2~5523

Published 'l'uesda;r througla Friday or thQ regular college year,
<ll!ring holiday
and examination Perlo4&, by t~~ .As!l{lciate St11clenta of the Vniveroity or New .Mexico.
Entered liB al!f.'ond clasa matter 11t the post offic!>, Albuqpei"Qul!. Augllst 1, 1913. tmdet
the act of March a.• 1!179.• Printed b)' thl! University .Priltting .Plant. Subacriptlon
nt<o, $3.00 Pl!r
;s>ear, pa;yable In advance, ·

~cllool

A. Leader in College ;Journalhmt
".IP,.a$&frrCT&P fl'O~ tfA.''nON.-.L AD-...;~,..If'IIG BY

National Advertising Service, Inc.
Coller, P11blisbers R.•Prmntati"tt

420 M'IDI&ON ,AY.,

'
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I\IIIW YORI!.

1\1, Y,

LOI UGJ•LJI • S•• F•A,.craca

Night Editor this issue
Dan Terry-Betty Rebal
All editorials, u11less otherwise sion11d, arc. by the editor. The Daily
Lobo doe11 not ll88Ume that opinions expressed in columns and editorials
are th(J(~e of the m.ajority qf the student body. Contrib.utions to the
Letteri,1 oolum11 must be accompanied by name and address as evidence
of good faith, and may be cut if exceeding 850 words. ·

''~··

TO EACH HIS OWN
Even in this age of stereotypes, we worider how the general public arrives at its conclusion of what a "typical" college student is.
Being college students ourselves, it is somewhat difficult
•·
to sit back and "objectify, but we can say without fear of contradiction that a University campus probably contains more
divexse groups and types than any other community comparable in size.
.
In our 400 acre microcosm here for instance, there are
groups so different in way of life from one another, that to
point at one of'them as typical is folly.
· Each to itself is typical; typical" of how it thinks life
should be conducted.
One type is the bookworm, and that term doesn't necessarily have to. be used in a derogatory sense. Formalized
iearning occupies the majority of time with this individual.
Classes, homework, and perhaps some recreational reading
fill in the hours when he doesn't eat or sleep. This person
certainly isn't much in evidence, but there are many like him
on the campus.
. Moving completely to the other pole of attraction, there
is the rah~rah boy, and again, that term doesn't have to be
said with disdain. Classes and homework are several of the
evils that of necessity compete with his most happy existence: sitting in the SUB hour after hour, taking every opportunity to quaff a few brews, spending as much time with
~~.cc.c~the opposite sex as possible, never missing·an athletic event,
and completely tied up in a fast social whirl that takes up
most of his time.
Then there are the true intellectuals and we reverently
pass over this category lightly, because our acquaintanceship with this type is extremely limited.
There are plenty of pseudo-intellectuals though, and
worse, pseudo-pseudos. These people evidently· find the conflicts of our ambivalent society too much, and attempt escape in .realms of thought quite beyond them. To this observer, the pseudo category is by far the most distasteful.
II
It is harder to define types. in between the extremes. Into
these hard-to-classify categories fall the great majority of
students. More capable of diversity than the extremists,
these people can attend a concert one night, do some hard
studying the next, and on the third night drink .beer wit.h
the best of them. These people, whether they're gomg at th1s ·
business of living in the right way or not, are probably the
happiest.
.
•
Let it be understood, that we didn't attempt to class1fy
everyone in this skimpy survey, and it's possible that the
happiest person in school hasn't even been mentioned.

have be!ln asked, ~<Has your handi- of the University.''
cap ever put you at any dis;:tdvanI do not beHave you have suptage in executing · the duties .of porting. data at hand to subs tan.any po. st. you have hl!ld in the tiate any of the above
r·
st at ement s.
past?'' my answer is NO,
.
You have only opinion on your
There have been sena.tors and side, in my OI?ini~n. (a!ld I am ';lOt
representatives in both our Na~ writing an ed~tonal), 1t reads l!ke
tional and State governments, and shallow ·opinion, not like stud1ed
also many governors and mayors opinion.
How would it be "good" for
who have not had the benefit of
visual assistance, Other blind New Mexico to leave the Border
persons have gained recognition Conference? 'IHow?, in yo11r
in almost all occupations, includ- studied opinion.
ing the fi.elds of music, science,
As a O!letime managing editor
education. religion, social work; of a college paper a 11d as a workpublic and labor relations, and in- ing reporter, I had and still have
dustrial management, I point the idea that a college paper is a
these facts out not to associate training ground. It is not an ormyself with these people, but to gan fo:r the expression of any one
substantiate my point.
. , person's particular philo!lophy or
If persons in doubt, concerned opinion.
An editor's simple "opinion" is
with the question me;ntion~d above,
are still dubious as to the capa- worth no more than the cozhparability of any person with a visual ble opinion of any of his :readers.
handicap 1;\Xecuting an office, such I wish The Daily Lobo every sueas Student Body President; l can cess, but I think that studied
only say blindness is not a handi- opinion on the editorial page
cap within itself, but only within would mark a vast impt·ovement.
the attitude taken by the indiSincerely yours,
vidual,
SAM JOHNSON
Sincerel'Y yours,
BOB LANGFORD
(Editor's 'Note: The accepted
and.
most commonly-used :fo11n in
Editorial Criticism
Dear Editor:
You imply in The Lobo of
March 2d that an editorial is
nothin~:; more than the opinion of
Of all the things to be married
the editor. If t:rue, newspapering
to a magician is the wot·st. Every
has hit a new low.
Studied opinion is something bride is determined to keep house
else again. "Studied" opi11ion sig- better than her mother did. But
nifies that the eilitor has carefully
considered his subject, weighed with the handicap of odd shaped
all aspects of it. And if he is an boxes, swords, bird cages, rubber
editor in the· accepted sense of the beer bottles and all, housekeeping
:wo1·d, he has winnowed the good is out of the question. When we
from the bad by recourse to com~
mon sense and logic, not by mere arrived in Albuquerque our magic
resort to inclinations of preju- equipment was only a champagne
dice.
glass that lit up and a couple of
· In this procedure he considers packs of fanning cards. Now that
the welfare of the community for
which he writes, be it a university my mother-in-law wishes her
or a city, Also, undoubtedly, he house to look a little less like
considers the reactions of his Svenga1i's house of horrors and
1·eaders to his job of analyzing.
more like a home, she has sent
Any editorial writer worth his the additional equipment down.
salt .will tell you .that most edi- These one ,closet apartments· are
torials, if not unbiased fact in all right for two people's clothes,
themselves, are founded on fact-- · ~ard. tables, ironing boards and sn
not on presumption. If not :found- on, but with a mystic third person
ed on fact, they are founde4 on it gets crowded. He wears a long
logic, its near descendant--in black cape that sweeps the closet
other words, on a selective thought floor, tails that flirt with my best
process, not on impulse.
suit and shoulder pads in a tuxThis is true, I believe, in those edo that endanger the life of my
newspapers worthy of the name blouses. Gently, I said, 1'Couldn't
with an o.bjective approach tf) the we move all this junk out in the
news. It is true because the edi- garage." Thunder and lightning
tor himself stands responsible and a disappearing act.
and answerable for every word he
Saturday being the regular
types into an editorial. It is true cleaning day, I make an effort to
because the editor owes it to him- make things look a little more like
self, if he hopes to remain an Better Homes and Gardens but a
editor, and to his readers, to give crystal ball staggers the book
them reasonable concepts of situ- case, instead of a neat pile of
ations as based on prevailing - bright covered magazines a skull
mores.
leers f:rom the cover of a magic
In my opinion, your editorial, catalogue.
"The Border Blues," was illWhen company comes, nothing
conceived and a piece which is in but we must see the latest in silk
no way constructive.
effects and all the equipment
As the voice ·of the students magically appears from the closet
through The Lobo, yours is a big with plenty of time for the guest
responsibility. Yet you speak of to see last week's ironing, this

Magg .. Mopp •• Magic .•

LI'L ABNER
HM-MY MOTf.-IER

TOLD ME. NE.VE:R
TO PICK UP
STRANGERS-

NONE: NICER. MAH
MAMMY AI.I.US "TOLE:

ME: T 1 RESP~CK
POLKS O'TH'OPPO·
SITE SEX, PART!KER·

r----

LARI.V IF" TloiEV IS

GAL.$,";#'

S:v4h)I.chale'l'ainv;tnghelap buat bceo~c ur.es.st.ounlt'
•
..
of prejudicial selection of faets
and arguments,b no . matter'd how
d
carefully the su ject IS canst ere •
This newspaper has always put
the welfare of the campus community as it see11 it above personal,
minority, and majority whims. We
are NOT the voi-ce of the students,
and would be deluding ourselvea
if we thought we could speal< for
4500.
This is why we think it would
be :for the good of the University
to leave the Border Confer~nce;
(l) academically, according to
national accrediting agencies, only
one other institution is on a par
with New Mexico, (2) refereeing
incompetency exists as illustrated
by home-town referees calling
only six fouls on a Texas school
recently, while visiting Ar~zona
"committed" 33, (3) sanity code
observance is not consistent, and
(4) 1·acial discrimination exists.
If the editol'ial opinion was not
"studied," perhaps negotiations
the University was carrying on
two years ago with the Rocky
Mountain Conference weren't the
result of clear thinking either.)

SOME BOYS ARE: l-IKELY TO
GEl FRES!-1, WHF.N THS:.Y'RE:
.Al-ONE: tN A CAR WITH A
W.E:AK.. WII.L.ED GIRL, ON AN
E:VE:NlNG DRIPPING WITH
WITH ROMANCE.!'.!"

DONNA BRITI

week's dirty laundry. They obviously enjoy the show but I have
seen it six times and cleaned up
after it six times,
Magicians together is a piece
of brotherhood. One says .he certainly admires another's magic
wand. He is given it immediately
for it's only a little thing, piclced
it up for $18.50 down at Tiny's.
Another is intel·ested in working
up a new silk routine. Someone is
sure to give him six or seven
hand-hemmed yal'd wide silks. But
let someone from the outer world
try to find the secl'et of a trick
or . an effect and the magician
withdraws with the look of a man
deeply insulted.
·
Magic makes for never a dull
moment at home. You are settled
down with studying or something
and you are interrupted si:x or
seven times wUh astounding instances of water turning to ink
before your eyes, or a tea kettle
talking. It is interesting that's the
worst of it and you think and
think about it instead of your
Spanish lesson.
7'he:re are a :few advantages in
bemg a magician's wife. Silk
scarves in this scar£ age, or
equipment fo1· a costume ball,
glue, scissors, tools of all kinds
are part of the magician's equip~
ment, but you must always put
~hem back. And with a magician
m the house you never go elsewhere to be entertained even if
you want to.

University Program
. TODAY: Housemothers' mectmg, Dean Lena C. Clauve in
cha1•ge, 2:30 p, m. in the SUB
basement lounge. KhataU meeting
Mr. Paul Casabonne in charge;
5 p. m. in SUB north lounge. Club
de Anza meeting, Mr. Ramon
Huerta in charge, 7 p. m. in sun
basement lounge. Phi Gamma Nu
meeting, Miss Betty .Kearns in
charge, 7 p. m. in SUB south
lounge. Delta Sigma Pi meeting,
Mr. J9hn 1Cim>:e1· in charge, 7:30
P• m. m chapter :room, basement,
opf Bureau o¥ Business R!isearch.
, ledge meetmg, Mr. Ed Domme
m cliarge, 7:30 p. m. in t•oom 4,
Y:1. L9bo qh:ristian Fellowship
~1ble d1scuss10n, Mr. David Ong
1t1n ~harge, 7:30 p. m. in Student
n}on Chapel. Press" Club, Mr.
Nell Addi!lgton in charge Sigma
pelta Cht, M:r. Bill Rieitardson
m charge, 7:SOp. m. in journalism
new..sroom. Ul\iversity Y.ounfr RepubiJcan ineetmg, Mr. Hap .olli·
day m cha~ge, 7:30 p. tn. tn room
6, Y-1. Httch and Switch Club
Squa,re Dance, Miss Genita Bram·
mer tn charge, 8:30 p, m. in Gym.
TOMORROW: Jonson Gallery
showing work by 011.\vi Sihvonen,
3:30 to 5:80 p. m. at 1909 Las
Lqmas •. :Wcwma~ Club meeting,
Mtss Cojleen Ch1sholm in charge,
'7 P· m. m SUB basement lounge.
!{NM Forensic Society meeting,
,.~r. Ralph Brutsche in . charge,
7 p, m. in toom 181 B-1. Boots
and Saddle Club meetin~. Mr.
.ro~n Donnell in charge, 't :30 p.
m. m room 5, Y•1.
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By .Ray Makkonen
Recently a Pennsauken, New
Jersey, high school girl wrote on
· the subject "My Ideal Home" anq
said, j'When I am married there
will be a iove seat j.n my living
room and it will be used.''
Saturday night, 15 Pi Beta Phi
A love seat in e\•ery ·home
The Graquate School, Bryn
pledges began preliminaries for Mawr College,. Bryn Mawr, Penn1 sounds like a wonderful idea, It
their initiation which will be held is offering Fellowships ana might· indeed become a family
tonight at the chapter lodge, 1701 Scholarships for 1950-51 to g;ra- institution.
dujlte women of colleges and uniMesa Vista,
If the love seat were introduced
Sunday morning they were versities of good standing.
into
the home, the home could
honored at a breakfast given by
Slx. non-resident g:raduate scho- once more be the place where the
the actives. Social Chairman Liz larships of $400 will be awarded fatnily lives, rather than the
Gatlin was in charge.
in archaeology, biology, chemistry, 0 place where the family meets to
·economics
geology; Ger- eat..
Following initiation ceremonies man. and English,
Teutonic
philology,
tonight, the 15 new wearers of the
history, history of art,
It could be a cure for marital
Pi Phi arrow will be: Bernice Wil- Greek,
No longer would the hilS·
latin,
mathematics,
medieval
stuillness.
son, Gretchen Spear, Julie Penix, dies, philosophy, physics, politi· band, sitting
across from the
and Mal'ilyn Wagner, Alb.uquer- cal science, psychology, romance wife, wish that he were with the
que; Nancy Baker, Altadena, languages, social economy and boys at the .club. No longer would
Calif.; Marge Helper, ·Glendale, social research, to applicants who the wife sit and wonder what she
Calif,; Sue Kenworthy, Oak Park, . live
in the vicinity of the college~ ever saw in that bore o:f a busIll.; Marge Funkhauser, Wilmette, Application
should be tnade by b!tnd.
Ill.; La Verne Henderson, Glen~ March 15, 1950.
What would be more natural
dale, Calif.; Barbara MacCaul~
Two fellowships of $1,250 and than to see husband and wife sitley, Chicago, DJ,; Joan Jelinek, La three
graduate scholarships of ting side by side, without a:rousGrange, lll.; Nancy O'Brien, .
resident or non-resident, are ing suspicions of ulterior motives
Amarillo, Tex.; Joann ·McNay, $700,
to ~ualified students who in either party for this sudden
Tucumcari; Carol Hensley, Arte- offered
trained
in two or more of friendliness?
have
sia; and Jane Burlc, River Forest,
natural
sciences
and would
In this situation the wifely
the
m.
like to continue study in such touch on the husband for the pric!i
fields as biochemistry, biophysics, of a new hat is absolutely paincryl!tallography,
geochemistry, less. Old love blooms again, and
geophysics or psychophysics.
mother regains her little wiles for
keeping father contented, Father,
shedding his hard shell, becomes
more unde:rstanding when daughMembers of the campus Air
ter brings home her young lover.
Force ROTC met Tuesday and
When father lays down the gun,
considered plans for a new social
sister is relieved of her .frustraand service club. The club will
If anybody enjoys walkin&- or tion. Sister, having regained her
be modeled along the lines of bicycle riding this is their big faith in love, befriends young
several national organizations.
chance. An opportunity to pedal brother. Brother, .beginning now
A name for the new group has or :;tamp through Europe is being to think that girls are quite hunot been selected, but members offered by the American Youth man, finda his first girl friend.
were invited to submit their ideas. Hostels this summer.
This is where competition for
Member that turns in the final
Ben W. Miller, executive direc- use of the love seat becomes rough
title for the gl·oup will receive tor, said that many trips are be- and threatens the whole happy
a free membership card.
ing planned by local councils scheme.
During the first meeting, a throughout the country, many of
This is also where the unfriendcommittee was named to write the which will cost as little as $1.25
couch goes out of style and is
bylaws and the following offieers a day. He predicted that twice ly
replaced.
elected: Edward Gutierrez, pre- as many students will take ad·
What is wrong with education
sident; Harold Endsley, vice-pres- vantage of the opportunity as in
that turns a young girl's fancy to
ident; Jerry Wethington, secre- 1949.
thoughts of love seats which will
tary; Richard Hintet•lietner, tre~rips will range in length from
asurer; Joe Ferro, sergeant-at- five to ten weeks and will start ultimately tnake the home the
place to go?
arms; John Taul, public relations. in late June or early July.
Faculty advisor for the group
Hostel accomadations are lo·
is Major Harold Moor.
cated in barns, cabins, and private
homes, and are supervised by resident houseparents. Separate
sleeping accomadations and wash
rooms are provided for men and
women.
Details of intineraries and costs
Dean A•• L. Gausewitz has an- of trips are available on inquiry
nounced that April 19 is the of- at AYH National headquarters,
ficial deadline io:r 1·eceipt o:f ap- 6 East 39th St. New York 16,
plications and fees from those N.Y.
who wish to take the next Law
School admission test.
Dean Gausewitz said all information and application forms may
CHICKEN
be obtained from the secretary of
IN .THE BASKET
the College of Law. When filled
out, these forms with fees should
go dh·ec~1y to the Education '!'esting Service, P. 0. Box 592, Prlliceton. New Jersey.
The tests will be given here
April 291 he said.
All students entering the Law
College are required to take the
test. It will be given again in August but Dean Gousewitz urges all
prospective students to stand the
test at the eatlier date to help apChicken Served
plicants decide on their college
With French Fries
courses.
.
And Hot
Information obtained from the
Home-made
nolls
tests can be used by both student
and school but he said applicants
ate not accepted or rejected .on
the basis of their showing on the
examinations.

Pi Phi's Initiate
Fifteen Pledges
In Loclge Tonight

Air ROTC Asks
Name for Club

Bryn· Mawr Offers
Training Program·

AYH Planning
Summer Trips

Deadline for Law
Exams Announced

Treat
Yourself

to a
WARDROBE

of

50c

LOBO

WANTED:

Studtlnt to bnby sit In cxchtlngc for pri-vatn raom, bnth, wlthlrt walkl~g distance
of University, Phofte li-3789. :Mrs, ntcbntd
0. fAlllh,

DRIVE-IN CAFE

A Chi O's Entertain
Stricken Children

A party was given by Alpl1a Chi
Omega for child:J.'Eln afflicted with
cerebral palsy at th!l New Mexico
Society for Crippled Children,
March 7. The party was given in
conjunction with Hera day which
is celebrated annually when all
Alpha Chi Omega chaptC)rs participate in service work,
Twenty-one chapter mem.bera
attended. The children received
gifts and refreshments were
:>ehred.

Kappa Sigs Elect

Townsmen Pledge Four
Four men pledged to Townsmen Club February l5 were:
Ralph DU!e!Ia, Frank Valdez, and
Lionel Spector, Albuquerque; a'nd
Add Langil, Wisconsin.

I

.

World Fed•s to Meet
There will be a business meeting of the Student World Federalists in room Yl-4 tonight at 7:30.
All members are requested to
attend.

'

\~

smartest
sports ensemble
in town!

Mike Wallner was elected presi.
dent of the Kappa Sigma pledge
class at a regular meeting Monday at the chapter house. Other
officers elected were: Charles
Gaye, secretary-treasurer; Jack
Boyd, song leade1·; and Gordon
Stout, assistant song leader. TwG
new pledges to the chapter are
Don Anderson and Weldon Hunter.

THE

BAlFOUR
Address is

BOULDER, COLORADO
Please send all mail orders, re·

quest for prices, lJlue lJaoks and ·
information on·

FRATERNITY
JEWELRY
to
Jim Shacldeford
L. G. Balfour Company
1224 Pennsylvania Ave.
Boulder, Colorado

We have an awful mess of
books. They are on all varieties of subjects. Tliei:e'is
shelf after shelf of them
- table after table - and
there are piles of them
atop tlte shelves and under
the tables. Even tho we are
FORCED to work among
them day after day, they
never cease to bring us a
lot of fun and inspiration.
We would like to share
with you both the fun and
the inspiration and a few
of the boolrs. May we?

New Mexico Book

Store
511 West Central Ave.

p~

d)lcvtutt
4419 E. Central

2900 E. Central
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Big in every
detail in big oold
patterns and deep
solid tones

2250

.

.'

55[ Short or Regular

TAKE YOUR "SPECIAL" DATES TO THE

a pait e11d up
~ngthc

•

CANDLE

liGHTROOMOF•

LA PLACITA

• Smartest colon, patternt.
Ribs. Clocks. Stripe•. Panels.
Vertic$ II.
• Anklo-hu{l!jing ,fit, longer wear•
• Guaranteed Nylon ancl

socb.
• Also wool, nyon and
Nyl<~n·cont~ant

mixtures.

Flowers For

All Occasions

GARDENIAS
CAME LIAS

ORCl-IIDS
SPECIAL CARNATION

CORSAGES

$1.50 AND UP
1950 WINHEit
FASHIO~ ACADEMY
AWAno

fred MACKEY'S
209

W.

Central

fl"iple pleated.
custom stitched
tb blended colore

j-,
'

1095

For
...
Free and Immediate
Delivery

Call5-2301
Open Sundays·
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With Brooks Currey
It ha)?pened dlll'ing the year
San Jose State wound up their
football season without a tie or
defeat. Dudley DeGroot was bead
man on the West coast team, and
Pop Warner, was present in an
advisory capacity on the coaching
staff.
During the .game, a San Jose
State player outfought an intend ..
ed pass receiver and grabbed the
ball. We weren't there, but there
is nothing more exciting than a
pass interception. Anyway, the
San Jose player returneq the ball
70 yards and the jaunt was good
for six points.
.
·
The player's name? Oh yes,
Well it was a man named Bob
Titchenal.

Minnesofa Dean
Says Ed ucafion
Too Specialized

Higher education cout·ses of
study have become so specialized
that it is difficult for the average
university faculty to communicate with each other.
Such is the opinion of Dr. T, R.
McConnell, dean of the College of
Sciences, Literature and the
Arts at the University of Minnesota. Dr. McConnell has ·been
brought here for two lectures, one
to the faculty senate Monday
afternoon and another tonight at
5:30 at a dinner in the Alvarado
* • *
,
Hotel.
Won't be long now until the
The
tendency
today
in
powers of the sagebrush circuit can universities, he said, Amerifor
select the All-Conference basket- the history department to ismake
ball team.
"little historians" and for the sciLike as not such names as Wade ences to manufacture "little
Oliver of Temple, Leon Blevins of atomic reseat•chers" instead of
Arizona, and other hot shots will viewing the broad fundamental
appear on the first team. New purpose of education.
Mexico had a rough season overHe stated it is extremely diffiall and this detracts from honor- cult to produce graduates with a
ary team selections. But, we feel background of common experi"
that a basketball player by name ence, understanding, and purpose
of .Frank Kremer should certainly when the emphasis is on profescause the judges to stop ana con- sionalization.
sider hill. ability rather than his
The main responsibility of a
team's record.
university should be to give stuKreamer is, fortunately, rather dents a broad general education
modest about his talents on the that \vill make first of all wellbasketball court. This we like to rounded human beings and will
see in any athlete. Game after create a desire for satisfying livgame Frank stole the show, and ing, he concluded.
if you'll pardon me, the ball from
Reservations for the d i nne r
the . oppositio!].. Showing expert speech tonight may be made by
abtltt~ .rcontrolling rebounds, calling Dr. Alexander at 8861,
Kreamer was instrumental in extension 330.
many Points the Lobos made during tlie· season.
Godfrey Declines
.• .j,.. This type of play is not thrilling to watch nor is it the thing To Pick St. Pat Queen
that br~gs fans to their feet.
. Carl Pharis, president of the
But it is essential to a winning
team. In any sport, possession is student chapter of the New Mexhalf the battle and Frank usually ico Society of Professional Engineers, recently received a telecame down with the ball.
gram in which Arthur Godfrey
He is a large man for a basket- declined an offer from the engiball player, weighing close to 200 neers to select their Queen of
pounds. Even with all this weight,
House.
it has continually amazed this de- Open
Godfrey .said he could not give
partment that he can move and faithful judgment in the contest
jump so well.
because of other commitments
We do. \not beg nor beseech which were pressing him for time.
members of the conference that He said that lately he had to repick the honorary team to put fuse many such offers.
Frank on it. However, we do ask
Photographs and vital statistics
that they consider his ability as of the six candidates were foran individual and not as just an- wal'ded to the radio humorist
other member of a team that lost through station KGGM. Pharis
a lot of basketball games,
said KGGM will continue to as-

Speech. Classes
To 'NMEA Meef

·A· wargs
· · ·:..1

·o·ff. ereg
· ·._,

.For·Grad Women

Rodey Tix Available

F••iday, March 3Jst
129 N. TRUMAN

Arizona Dropped from
Tourney by La Salle

lee Pat•ade of 1950
TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW ONLY, WEDNESDAY,
IN SUB 9 A.M. TILL 2 P.M.
All Scats Reserved $1.50-$2.00-$2.50

The Smarte:.t Men on Carn

Wear

GRUEN

ARROW

~~LID

COLOR
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Our new CREDIT PLAN
makes it easy for you to
select your watch for as
little - - - as 10% down. Open an
account today.

\
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Judd-We
if~
., Jewelr4 Co.
402 W. Central
Phone 9832

FOtt LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANING.
BY

SANITARY
LAUNlJRY AND
J)RY CLEANERS

700 . N. Broa.dway

....

Solid Color Shirts
By

Arrow $3.65

up

Be sure you have plenty of these new Arrow solid
color shirts on hand! Good looking arid practical
addition to your wardrobe, these Arrows are
Sanforized-labeled, of cours·e - and specially cut
for body-conforming fit. Come. in for yours NOW I
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1950 Foofba/1 Hopefuls.

Plans are well underway for afternoon. While the special even1950's annual Fiesta celebration, ts are going on, booths, sponsored
Joint Planning Board chairman by various campus organizations
Rosemary Stockton said today.
will be selling their wares and
The Planning Board and Le- games near the administration
Roy Brown, general Fiesta chair- building.
man have been smoothing oue
The New Mexico Cattlegrower's
details on the spring celebration Association has donated ten sleers
for the past several weeks.
for use at the barbeque. Details
Most events are still in the for organizations on the parade
tentative stage, but the blueprints and the booths will be announced
call for the following features: later.
The entire affair will be· capThe official opening will take
place Friday, May 13, at the State ped off with the traditional
fair grounds, with an intercol- Fiesta dance Saturday evening.
legiate rodeo to be followed by an The committee is presently enopen air dance. The rodeo is being gaged in contracting for a name
sponsored by the Boots and Sad- band.
This is the third year that
dles Club, and several southwestern colleges are expected as en- Fiesta is in existence as the spring
trants. The dance will be held at · holiday at the University. Rethe fair pavilion.
cently, the voting faculty, gave
Saturday festivities will include a permanent green light to Fiesta,
a parade in the morning, a noo11 thus making the end of a two year
barbeque, and class games in tht. probationary period.

Neither Wind Nor
Rain Nor Nothing
Stops Hardy lobos
Lobo football grid machinery
is beginning to roll into high gear.
Head coach Dud DeGroot stepped
up talent production yesterday despite the wind and rain that drifted across the field.
Early minutes were once again
spent getting muscles warmed up
and working out kinks from the
day before. Then the coaching
staff got down to business.
Reeves "Ribs" Baysinger sent
his line applicants through a stiff
blocking drill, this time without
dummies. On the other end of the
field, Bob Titchenal took backfield hopefuls through their paces.
Short jump passes with active defense patterns, practice reverses,
and the taclding dummy.
The new dummy got its first
workout of the season and showed
an almost veteran understanding
of the game. It is held vertically
by two strong rubber ropes that
were fastened to a crossbar and
buried in the ground.
First efforts at bringing the
dummy to the ground almost met
with disaster. The •first two or
three men that tussled' with it
were hurled bodily from whence
they had come with alacrity.
Seems the rubber ropes are still
new, strong, and ready for the
fray.
·
When the squad members got
used to its action, the best defense was shown to be a death
grip. That way they just vibrated back and forth.
This afternoon will bring out
last year's squad. So far more
than 50 men have answered the
whistle and at least 30 or 40 more
are expected to show up today.
Scrimmages and formation
tactics will not start prior to
next week. DeGroot hopes to have
a fair idea of the squad's caliber
by this time and he may select
anything from a T-formation to
a squadruple wing by March 27.
Outside of the everyday bruises
that come from playing the game,
trainer Cecil Daniels reports that
nothing of consequence has come
of the sessions.

Administration Reports Slow Sole
On Student Five-Day- Meal Tickets
"WHILE YOU HOLD HIS ANKLES •.••" (top cut) This was the
sight that greeted prospective members of the 1950 Lobo football
team when they turned out for spring pl'actice Monday afternoon.
Coach Bob Titchenal explains the procedure while Coaches Willis
Bal'lles and Dud DeGroot look on. Below is shown the revamped coaching staff here at the University. Pictured from left to right are Bob
Titchenal, Dudley DeGroot, Willis Bames1 and l1eev101s Baysinger.

Modeling School· 1-lead
To Name St:. Pat Queen
Georgann Maltese of the Albuquerque School of :Modeling will
pick the 1950 Engineer' Queen
to reign over next weekend's
Engineers' Day celebration, it
was announced yesterday.
Mrs. Maltese will pick the
queen from the following field
of six candidates; Connie Meyer;
Elaine Jackson, Pi Beta Phi;
Carol Jean Spencer and Ann Jean
Alers, Hokona-Marron; and Betty Jean Burbonia and Barbara
Godfrey, Alpha Chi Omega.
The candidates ·will be interviewed by Mrs. Maltese to be
judged for personality, poise,
carriage and posture. Pictures
have been submitted with measurement, weight and coloring
statistics to aid the judging. .
The semi-formal dance will climax the annual celebration Saturday night in the SUB. Herbert
professor will officiate as St.
Patrick and crown the queen.
The queen will be presented
with a $100 scholarship from the

Attention,. Co-eels:
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'Miss Albuquerque' Contest Opens

I
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Arrow•s smart solid color shirts in broadcloth .or
oxford gi.ve your wardrobe welcome variety and
reflect your good taste!
They come in regular, wide spread, button-down
and many other collar styles-every shirt cllre·
fully tailored of fine fabrics.

$3.65, $3.95,$5

ARROWsnlR'lS &
UNDERWEAR

•
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•

TIES

$PO.RTS SHIRtS

by Martha Motherly
Every co-ed's dream of fame
and fortunl:i can come true for
the right girl, it was .announced
this week. That is, if the co-ed
combines those two female vil'·
tues, beauty and talent.
The Junior Chamber of Commerce nnnounced plans for the
second annual Miss Albuquerque
contest, prelimi»ul'Y to the Miss
America competiUon 1 m1<l Invited
"as tnnny entl'ies from .the· Univel'sity as nossible.''
Last year, both Miss Albu()tter·
qi.te and bel' runnllr-up Wl:ite UNM
beauties, in the pet•sons of Linda·.
lie Mock and Ni.tllcy O'l3tlen.
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Plans For Fiesta, Day
Begin to Take Shape

•••

WATTS
lAUNDRY

Pictures for activity tickets will
be taken for the last time this
semester on March 14, from 9
a. m. to 3 p. m. in the Student
Council office, room 1 of the SUB.

PHONE
3-5671

DAILY

'

Last Chance Today
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Tickets are available for all re.The faculty of Barnard College, maining nights of University
Speech therapy cl!lsses of the
speech department have been in. Columbia University, is giving a Theater's "Another Language,"
· vi ted to attend a spring meeting . Public Service Fellowship award Box Office · Manager Ted Kehoe
of N.M.E.A.' Section for Excep- for 1950-51 to graduate women said. The show will run through
ti.onal Children, it was announced from approved institutions in next week. Tomorrow nigbt's perwestern states,
today by Fred M, Chreist.
formance would be the best to atThe fellowship of $1,800, an an- tend, Kehoe added. Students may
The meeting will be held a't
Carrie Tingley Hospital for Crip- nual award, is being offere'd now use activity cards but must have
pled Children in Hot Springs on for a year of graduate study in them punched at the Rodey Hall
fields of the social sciences at any box office before tickets will be
Saturday, March 18.
reserved ..
Chreist has announced the pro- approved college or university.
To be eligible, an applicant for
gram will consist of guided tours
through the hospital, a series of this fellowship must be a U.S. Delta Sig's Hold Dance
nine addresses, and a · luncheon. citizen, have received or be asDelta Sigma Phi fraternity
The party will go in private cars. sured of receiving a bachelor's held
a dance Saturday night at the
degree
not
earlier
than
May,
1942
An invitational brochure stressed
chapter house~ In addition to
or
later
than
July,
1950
from
a
the purpose of the meeting is "to
dancing to record music, the
make available to those people college or university on the ac- guests were. entertained with sevinterested in New Mexico's chil- , cepted list of the Association of eral skits put on by the members.
dren, an opportunity to learn what American Universities.
The applicant must show spewe are doing for our crippled
cial ability and interest in the
children."
·
social sciences, proniise of future
Goal of the organization is usefulness in the public service,
stated as: "An adequate program and be o;f good moral cbaracter
of. education and special services and suitable personal qualities.
for every exceptional child in New
Candidates must submit i:egular
Mexico." .
application furnished by ProfesRoger L. Slocum, president, will sor Basil Rauch, faculty commitbe in charge.
tee chairman. April 1, 1950 is the
deadline for applications and
recommendations to reach the
Hibben Will Address
committee. Directions will be enSTUDENT'S BUNDI.. E
closed with the application blank.
Scientists in Geneva
Acceptance of the fellowship
WASHING- SHIRTS
obligates the recipient to devote
Word has been received here herself entirely to the plan of
DRY CLEANING
that Dr. Frank C. Hibben, asso- study· outlined in her application.
ciate professor of anthropology,
has been invited to make two ·adSelf-Service
dresses before the International
Congress of Sciences meeting in
Geneva, Switzerland, August 25ONE BLOCK UP Y.ALE
27.
In his first speech on the "Pro2203 E. Silver
gress of Anthropology in the U.
S. since 1941," he will be representing the International Congress of the Americanists. In his
second. address on "The Place of
the United States in the Anthropological Reconstruction of Europe," Dr. Hibben will be the official representative of the U. S.
8:20P.M.
State Department.
All nations of the world are due
to attend except Russia and her
ICE ARENA
sattelites.
.

Arizona, the Southwest's leading candidate for national basketball honors, was knocked out of
the National Invitation Tournament in New York, Saturday, by
a rugged La Salle squad.
The Philadelphia team, ranked
lOth in the nation, overcame a
lead Arizona held most of the
game, and went on to win in the
=si=s~t-=e=n~gi='n::e::e:.:rs:.::in:..::se::l=.ec:.:t::in~g=-=a~q=.:u::e::e::n.:...__:l::a::.st:.·.:s·=ev.:..e::n:....:.::minutes of play, 72-66.

VERI·THIN
lilt ~UCIS!ON WATCI{

.:_ ···- ·:..:.-._.:·..

.

The sponsors stressed tlte importance of talent, a must in the
nationnl competitions, and urged
all singers, .artists, actresses and
so forth to enter.
Ehtries will be accepted im·
mediately, and the JayCees will
handle applications through The
Daily tobo. There is no limit for
the number of entries from any
organization. Just send name, addtess, and tel¢phone number to
this newspaper.
. .
Albuquerque judging will talte
plac4:\ in The Little Theatre, and
many merchants have already of·
fered valuable _pl:izi:!S to the win·
nets.

modeling school after the crowning Saturday.
Each engineering department
will sponsor exhibits to be shown
at an open house :Friday which
is to commence the weekend activities. The open house will be
open to the public.
All activities will be conducted
according to a newly adopted
code which seeks to moderate the
holiday.

Engineering Profs
Contribute to Show
A three-day electrical appliance
show held in Gallup on March 2,
3 and 4 was given a boost by several exhibits of electricity provided bl" Allen D. Wooten and
John A. Jacobson, instructors in
the department of electrical engineering.
Purpose of the free show was to
promote use of electrical appliances, and was sponsored by the
Gallup .Power . and Light Company. Demonstrations were con•
ducted in th,e old armory building.

The administration reported
yesterday that since the new
optional meal ticket plan went
into effect Friday, only 25 per
cent of students purchasing tickets have taken advantage of
the new five-day plan.
Student leaders expressed bewilderment today at the 75 to 25
ration in favor of the old, sevenday ticket system. The figures
were made on the basis of sales
reported for the current meal .
period, after it was decided to
make a five-day option available
to students.
It was expected that students
would favor the five-day meal
system by an overwhelming majority. Explanations of the fiveday flop varied. Some reports
had it that many of those who
are required to buy tickets, decided that a five-day ticket was
l.not enough of a difference to
make the change worthwhile.
On the other side of the fence,

it was guessed that student leaders may have been off base in
assuming a wide-spread discontent with the dining hall.
Indications· are that the optional system will remain in effect
at least for the remainder of th~
semester. The situation was being
surveyed skeptically by both administration and students.
Comptroller Richard Strahlem
told The Daily Lobo that if the
optional system created a loss in
dining hall operations, the administration would be forced to
discontinue the setup.
And students leading the fight
against compulsory meal ticl<et
purchasing let it be known that
they weren't through by a longshot.
A Marron Hall resident told
this newspaper that the dormitory
residents weren't given sufficient
notice to take full advantage of
the new system.
And so the speculation goes on.
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More Delay•• ••

New Dorm lsn't Ready for Kirtlanders
Kirtland students,
delayed
again this week in their effort
to move into the new dormitory,
were told today that the mass
migi·ation should· get underway
no later than the first of next
week.
Undue optimism was blamed by
the administration as the reason
for the continual postponements.
"It's now up to .the architect
to release the building to us,"
Dean of men Howard V. Mathany,
told the Daily Lobo. "The top
floor has been okayed, and furniture is now being moved in."
When moving operations do begin, he said, the same order that
was announced last week will remain In effect.
M e a n w h II e, Kirtland-Dorm

leaders are making plans for an
elaborate open house, which il!l
tentatively set for a few weeks
after the students are in the
dormitory. The entire University
will be invited to see the interior
of the world's largest pueblo type
structure.
Finishing touches on the building will be continued even as the
students move m. Full facilities
are expected to be available by
the end of the month.

All students who plan to gradn·
ate in June '50 should contact the
graduate office .AS SOON .AS
POSSIBLE.

Angna Enters Here Tuesday
The University Program Series shortly to draw up the schedule
will present Miss Angnn Enters for next year. Describing this
in tlie eighth attraction of the first yeat's operations as "very
year .next Tuesday evening at satisfactory,'' Dr. Smith . called
8:15 in the SUB ballroom .. Stu- on the student body to advise the
dents will be admitted on activity' Committee of their preferences
for the series next year.
tickets.
Only one a ttractio11 has been
Miss Enters has been described
as "a one woman theatre,'1 her definitely scheduled, he said, the
interpteations gaining lter wide widely-known Don Cossack chonational recognition as a "mime", rus engaged for November. OtherIn addition to her dancing, Miss . wise he sald the slate is. wide
Enters is the author of five boks o}len. Because of the anticipated
drop . in revenue from activitv
on the a1•ts.
Dr. Sherman Smith, director of tickets, ttext yeat's program will
student affairs, said that the probnbly have to be somewhat
Cultutnl Committee will :mset smaller than the ten program

series arranged for this year.
So far this year, students have
seen Richard Dyer-Bennett, Ogden Nash, William L. Shirer,·
Gra:t Ballet, the Austrian Student
Good Will Group, ahd Kenneth
Spencer. Remaining on the pro•
gram after Miss Enters are the
Albaneri Trio and George Robert,
pianist.
.
Students may indicate their
pl:eference as to type of program
by either. writing Dr•. Smith or
The Daily Lobo, The series for
next year will be planned within
the next week to ten d.ays1 it wall
learned.
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